


EXCLUSIVE IN EUROPE!!! 

Ladies & Gentlemen … this is the Augmented Reality! 

A very beautiful game, suitable for everyone, young and old, 

in which you can interact with dolphins, dinosaurs, bears, penguins ... 

That will appear inside the projected area! 

EXCLUSIVE IN EUROPE!! 

 

Would you like to jump  

with the trampoline?  

Thank to this fantastic  

kit with game console, 

remote control and sensor …  

you can interact with the  

game and in the same time 

consume calories!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dmUOHfy2u1U
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZemRDcVsLI


Typical laser  

shooting game,  

extremely intuitive  

and irrefutably 

electromechanic!  

HOMOLOGATED 
COMMA 7C 

The new generation  

of Driving Simulators … with 

landscapes and graphics  

never seen before!! 

Game of great scenographic 

impact, both as tickets and as 

stage winnings. Already widely 

tested and affordable. 

HOMOLOGATED 
COMMA 7C 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E6ijDq-PDys
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ILz6x4jI3qw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iV_D3xDsnoA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=v7P5xpZqM20


Absolute novelty for all  

children up to 10 years. 

Indispensable for those  

who make birthday parties. 

Up to 3 children can enter 

at the same time! 

Water guns to shoot the 

ducks towards the  

opposite field. 

Excellent center-hall for 

nice parents vs. children 

challenges. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_6ezIM2y5i4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rTEEVxSTON8


HOMOLOGATED 
COMMA 7A 

HOMOLOGATED 
COMMA 7A 

A skill game of extraordinary visual impact. 

Aim of the game: insert the surprise-ball into the appropriate hole 

4 PLAYERS 

1 PLAYER 

OMOLOGATO 
COMMA 7A 

Aim of the game: enter 

in one of the 3 holes 

on a rotating plate 

a surprise-ball or soft-ball 

(based on the same criteria  

as Slam a Winner) 

OMOLOGATO 
COMMA 7A 

Beautiful “comma 7a” 6-players center-hall:  

a pin, if correctly driven, drop the prize  

hanging inside the game. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4Hn3GxwEOdc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x3nqnPG2678
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u4HbkmCNuUo&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ueBEU-otyQ


A very smart game, 
successfully tested  
all over the world. 

The smallest version, suitable 

for “limited-sizes” locations. 

World champion 
in incomes.  

A perfect mix of 
“Basket” and  
“Connect 4”. 

HD 

Drop the lever to power the  
propeller, trying to stop it 

in the area where there is the  
highest amount of tickets to win!! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGcn3T05Dwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AGcn3T05Dwg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qA38Eo-VLC8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3l_CKJiwy5g&t=2s


Throw the balls inside the 16 

squares that change color:  

depending on the colors hit,  

you win a certain number  

of tickets. 

Real competitor of  

Down the Clown …  

at a really unbeatable 

price !! 

Catch as many fishes as possible 
within a certain time limit.  

Bigger they are ... more tickets 
you earn! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZF0sXx_y5GM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5sYi8QNQUzc&t=1s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D-7LDt_-pUk


The famous skeeball game, 

with a very new design, 

LEDs and sliding  

advertising signs! 

If the ball enters the basket 

when the appropriate circles,  

generated by the video, are in 

correspondence of the same, the 

player win more Bonus tickets! 

Classic and technology united together:  

special sensors follow the ball  

while entering the basket,  

turning on the LEDs in sync! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-MiEJMxzFTM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l8YhZGQ4itM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYZ6tKNziUU


Water-shooting for  

2-players, in  

“zombie” theme 

Water-shooting for  

2-players, in  

“dinosaurs” theme 

Ball-shooting for  

2-players, in  

“zombie” theme! 
Ball-shooting for  

2-players, in  

“dinosaurs” theme! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9ULnmhaw0_E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VeuX8G5NjBw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iPHop7uXbOI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JnuS2EFFH6g


HOMOLOGATED 
COMMA 7A 

Elegance and reliability Elaut, 

for a crane that is easy to install 

and with size-6 plushs. 

Absolute novelty Elaut,  

according to the most advanced  

European legislation. 

2 cranes in 1 = "Win every time": 

either you win the main prize  

or you win the consolation prize. 



The “egg” or surprise-ball 

distributor (from 30 to 100mm)  

of the third millennium 

(with sound, ticket dispenser, etc.) 

Win-every-time,  

with chupa-chups 

Bonus for smart 

players! 

Chupa-chups or sweet distributors …  

with Bonus for smart players! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ftYs-tX17ZQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oqJWLIWtF1w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HYszZIDOpYg


POLICE 
MOTO 

The real American Police 

motorbike (2-players)! 

The car to fight  

against aliens! 
A swarm of giant bees  

has invaded your city:  

defeat them with  

your Astro Car! 

The cutest helicopter  

never seen before! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlinuA21WYA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OeHAGJ351bE


VR TWO 2ply + 
CONTROL DESK 

VR 3Q  3ply + 
CONTROL DESK 

The most elegant of the classic 

"eggs", in the "DX" model with  

42’’ control desk and auxiliary  

monitor to see the game also 

outside the viewer. 

VR SHARK 2ply + 
CONTROL DESK 

Perfect 2-players VR for  

those who’d like to sit 

… like at home! 

3-players VR for an  

unique amusement  

among friends! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_j4InLb3Bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_j4InLb3Bg


VR MOTO 

VR  
CAR RACING 

Nice VR motorcycle simulator, 

with 3 different tracks  

on which the player can try 

4 different tracks for every age: 

realistic 360° simulation 

Arena VR for 4-players (13sqm) 

who join forces to fight, with  

rifles, against dinosaurs,  

zombie, etc. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_j4InLb3Bg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_j4InLb3Bg


An unparalleled, unique and frenetic Virtual Reality experience, 

which combines full-body movements, breathtaking neon graphics, 

electronic music and elaborate game mechanics.  

Use the neon swords to hit the cubes moving towards you to the rhy-

thm of the music. The more the track accelerates, the more you will 

have to use the movements of your body to avoid obstacles,  

dodging them or lowering yourself, without ever losing the rhythm. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nyHnBOhPlkM



